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Abstract. In this paper, we present a new framework to extract knowl-
edge from today’s non-semantic web. It associates semantics with the
information extracted, which improves agent interoperability; it can also
deal with changes to the structure of a web page, which improves adapt-
ability; furthermore, it achieves to delegate the knowledge extraction
procedure to specialist agents, easing software development and promot-
ing software reuse and maintainability.
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1 Introduction
In recent years, the web has consolidated as one of the most important knowl-
edge repositories. Furthermore, the technology has evolved to a point in which
sophisticated new generation web agents proliferate. A major challenge for them
has become sifting through an unwieldy amount of data to extract meaningful
information. This process is difficult because of the following reasons: first, the
information on the web is mostly available in human-readable forms that lack
formalised semantics that would help agents use it [1]; second, the information
sources are likely to change their structure, which usually has an impact on their
presentation but not on their semantics [2, 11, 14].
Our proposal provides agent developers with a framework in which they
can have access to semantically-meaningful data that resides on heterogeneous,
user-friendly web pages. It relies on using a number of agents [16] that we call
knowledge channels, or KCs for short. KC’s allow to separate the extraction of
knowledge from the logic of an agent, and they are able to react to knowledge
inquiries (reactivity) from other agents (social ability), and act in the background
(autonomy) to maintain a local knowledge base (KB) with knowledge extracted
from a web site (proactivity). In order to allow for semantic interoperability, the
knowledge they manage references a number of concepts in a given application
domain that are described by means of ontologies [4].
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2 Related work
Several authors have worked on techniques for extracting information from to-
day’s non-semantic web, and inductive wrappers are amongst the most popular
ones [3, 9, 10, 12]. They are components that use automated learning techniques
to extract information from similar pages automatically. Although induction
wrappers are suited to extract information from the web, they do not associate
semantics with the data extracted, this being their major drawback.
The Web-KB (World Wide Knowledge Base) [6] project at CMU aims to
develop a probabilistic, symbolic knowledge base that mirrors the content of
the web. It uses several machine learning algorithms for this task. Adding these
algorithms to logic that a web agent encapsulates, can produce tangled code and
does not achieve a clear separation of concerns. Furthermore, the information
that resides in a web page may change unexpectedly; this changes may invalidate
the knowledge stored in the KB.
Our solution builds on the best of current inductive wrappers, and extends
them with techniques that allow us to deal with web knowledge. Using inductive
wrappers allows us take advantage of all the work developed in this arena, as
boosted techniques or verification algorithms [10, 13] that detect if there are
changes in the layout of a web page that invalidate the wrapper.
3 Knowledge Channels
Figure 1 sketches the architecture of our proposal. KCs are core agents respon-
sible for managing local knowledge base (KB). Knowledge is extracted from a
web site using semantic wrappers. Before storing the knowledge in the KB, it is
verified using semantic verification to check the existing relations amongst the
different concepts that give semantics to the information extracted. Thus, a KC


















Fig. 1. A Knowledge channel
There are many formalisms to dealt with knowledge, namely: semantic net-
works, frames systems, logic, decision trees, and so on. KCs use the DARPA
Agent Markup Language (DAML+OIL) [15], and FaCT [8] provides1 reason-
ing services on the TBox (assertions on concepts) and the ABox (assertions on
individuals) that represent the extracted knowledge.
We use ACL [7] as a transport language to send messages amongst KC and
user software agents in the agent society. The content of the messages describes
how an agent wants to interact with another, and it is written in DAML+OIL
based on an ontology that defines communication [5].
3.1 Semantic Wrappers
A semantic wrapper takes a web page as input, and returns a set of instances of
concepts defined in an ontology that represents the information of interest. It is
composed of an inductive wrapper and a semantic translator. In order to extract
knowledge from the web, it is necessary to feed the semantic wrapper with the
web page that contains the information. The inductive wrapper extracts the
structured information from that web page, and the semantic translator assigns
then meaning to it by means of an ontology.
Using inductive wrappers allows us to apply syntactic verifiers to the in-
formation extracted. They are algorithms that aims at decide if the wrapper
works correctly, or on the contrary, is it invalid because of changes in the web
page structure. For instance, the algorithm Rapture [10] defined by Kushmer-
ick uses statistical features, such as length, number of words, number of special
characters etc. to characterize the extracted data. It learns the parameters of
normal distributions describing the feature distributions of the extracted data.
This information helps to decide if the Wrapper is valid by means of analysing
the statistical values of the information extracted.
The semantic translator needs the user to specify a semantic description that
maps the information to be extracted with assertions on individuals defined in
the TBox to perform this task.
4 Conclusions
The current web is mostly user–oriented. The semantic web shall help extract
information with well–defined semantics, regardless of the way it is rendered,
but it does not seem it is going to be adopted in the immediate future, which
argues for another solution to the problem in the meanwhile.
In this article, we have presented a new framework to knowledge extraction
from web sites based on semantic wrappers. It is based on specialised knowledge
channels agents that extract information from the web. It improves on other
proposals in that it associates semantics with the extracted information, and can
also deal with changes because the information is extracted by means of current
1 A simple translation of DAML+OIL into SHIQ is previously required.
wrappers. Furthermore, our proposal achieves a separation of the knowledge
extraction procedure from the base logic that web agents encapsulate, thus easing
both development and maintenance.
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